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ABSTRACT 

Ongoing advances of innovation in digital imaging and digital storage gadgets make it conceivable to effectively 

produce, transmit, control and store substantial number of digital images and documents. The term CBIR can be 

characterized as to recover the image from low level features like texture, shape spatial data or color. In early 

period of this developing recorded the image was retrieved by text depiction called as Text Based Image Retrieval 

[TBIR]. The combination of these content-based features is needed for better retrieval of image according to the 

application. The main test of CBIR framework is to decide the specific/surmised matching image of database to the 

query image. Over the most recent two decades, CBIR frameworks have been enhanced a lot. In any case, there still 

stay a few issues which have not been addressed agreeably. In this study we will represent the CBIR and also 

represent the existing techniques with results by various authors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Ongoing advances of innovation in digital imaging 

and digital storage gadgets make it conceivable to 

effectively produce, transmit, control and store 

substantial number of digital images and documents. 

Because of advances in the Internet and new digital 

image sensor innovations, the volume of digital 

images delivered by logical, instructive, restorative, 

mechanical, and different applications accessible to 

clients expanded significantly. Different techniques 

and calculations have been proposed for image 

tending to. Such investigations uncovered the ordering 

and retrieval ideas which have additionally developed 

to Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR). Concept of 

CBIR advanced in mid-1990's. 

There are two sorts of such advancements: text-based 

image retrieval and content-based image retrieval, 

CBIR. In the text-based approach, images are 

typically physically looked by text descriptors. Its 

most noteworthy legitimacy is that when images are 

recorded accurately, great list items can be 

accomplished. This approach has a few impediments. 

The first is that a lot of human work for manual 

comment is required. The second section is incorrect 

because of the subjectivity of human observation. To 

beat the above disadvantages of text-based retrieval of 

images, CBIR was presented and has turned into the 

dominating technology. [1] 

2. CONTENT BASED IMAGE RETRIEVAL 

The term CBIR can be characterized as to recover the 

image from low level features like texture, shape 

spatial data or color. In early period of this developing 

recorded the image was retrieved by text depiction 

called as Text Based Image Retrieval [TBIR]. Finish 
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studies of this system can be seen in Chang S.K. also, 

Hsu A. All text-based image retrieval frameworks 

require the text depiction with images in vast scale 

information bases and physically this assignment isn't 

relevant.  

A run of the mill content-based data retrieval (CBIR) 

framework, e.g., an image or video retrieval 

framework, incorporates three noteworthy 

perspectives: feature extraction, high dimensional 

ordering and framework outline among the three 

viewpoints, high dimensional ordering is essential for 

speed execution; framework configuration is basic for 

appearance execution; and feature extraction is the 

way to exactness execution. [2]

 

Figure 1: Content-Based Image Retrieval 

2.1 Image Content Descriptors [3] 

 Image Retrieval based on Color 

Utilizing color we can recover the images. 

This was the primary approach in retrieval of 

images utilizing the features. Since based on 

color we can without much of a stretch 

recognize the images with comparative colors 

by implies Indexing based on color histogram 

 Image Retrieval based on texture 

Texture based image retrieval is second 

procedure which was utilized in the CBIR. In 

this the example or comparable texture 

arrangements are extricated from the inquiry 

image be methods for changing over the image 

into dim image and discover the pixel forces to 

discover any examples accessible. The real 

issue with this strategy is the principal 

question in the image isn't considered in light 

of the fact that we will discover the example 

shapes as it were. So, the items in the image 

may differ and consequently result in the 

irrelevant images. 

 Image Retrieval based on Shape 

Shape based image retrieval is finished by 

remove the state of the object in the image and 

finds the same in database. It isn't favored by a 

large portion of the clients in light of the fact 

that there is no exact algorithm to discover the 

state of the image and furthermore we have to 

locate the correct object in the image for 

recovering client question. This is finished by 

methods for finding the edges of the objects in 

the image. 

 Image Retrieval based on Spatial 

Regions or objects with comparative color and 

texture properties can be effortlessly 

recognized by forcing spatial requirements. 

For example, regions of blue sky and sea may 

have comparative color histograms, yet their 

spatial areas in images are extraordinary. 

Along these lines, the spatial area of regions or 

the spatial connection between numerous 

regions in an image is extremely helpful for 

seeking images 
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3. COMPARISON OF EXISTING FEATURE EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES 

Table 1. Comparison of Feature Extraction Techniques 

S. No.  Reference Feature Extraction 

Technique 

Contribution 

1 (Unar et al., 2019) [4] Visual and Textual It has three ways to 

find the same images: 

image search, 

keywords, and both. 

2 (Mistry et al., 2017) 

[5] 

Color To improve the 

accuracy of binary 

statistical image 

features, colour and 

edge directivity 

descriptor features are 

used to make a CBIR 

system that works 

well. 

3 (Ali and Sharma, 

2017) [6] 

Visual To see if they are the 

same, a deep neural 

network is trained and 

the validation and 

texting stages are done 

as a result. 

4 (Schroder et al., 2015) 

[7] 

Gabor-filter Optimised GFB value 

for detecting acoustic 

events 

5 (Liu et al., 2020) [8]  Gabor-filter To make a small-scale 

representation with a 

better sample-to-

feature ratio. 

 

4. LOW LEVEL IMAGE FEATURES 

The CBIR framework relies on the low-level image 

features which are color, texture and shape. The 

accompanying subsection tends to the color, texture 

and shape features utilized as a part of CBIR [9] 

I. Color Feature Extraction  

Color feature extraction is finished by utilizing color 

histogram and color moment. These strategies are 

clarified in following segment. 

 Color Histogram  

 Color Moments 

 

 

 

II. Texture Feature Extraction 

 

 

Texture feature extraction done by utilizing Gray-

level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM), Tamura features. 

 Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM) 

 Tamura Texture Feature 

III. Shape Feature Extraction  

Shape is an essential visual feature, which contains all 

the geometrical data of an object in the image which 

does not change for the most part change 

notwithstanding when introduction or area of the 

object are changed. Some basic shape features are the 

perimeter, area, eccentricity, symmetry, and so on. 
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Choosing a proper shape feature relies on the 

circumstance and the idea of the image. 

 Histogram of Edge Directions 

 Hu-Monents Feature Extraction 

 Zernike Moments. 

5. THE SEMANTIC GAP BETWEEN LOW-

LEVEL IMAGE FEATURES AND THE 

RICHNESS OF HUMAN SEMANTICS 

With the pervasiveness of computerized cameras and 

the Internet, there are an ever-increasing number of 

advanced images on the Web. The blast of advanced 

images requires effective and proficient image 

retrieval procedures. Right now, there are principally 

two image retrieval structures: text-based image 

retrieval and content-based image retrieval (CBIR). In 

customary text-based frameworks, images are 

manually annotated by human labelers and then 

looked through using annotated keywords. The 

principal disadvantage of conventional text-based 

approach is that manually annotating enormous 

quantity of images is excessively dreary and tedious 

for common labelers. To overcome the disadvantages 

in customary text-based image retrieval frameworks, 

content-based image retrieval was presented in the 

mid-1980s. In CBIR, images are recorded by their 

visual content, for example, color, texture, and shapes. 

Despite the fact that CBIR has been broadly 

concentrated since 1990s, the semantic gap between 

low-level image features and significant level 

semantic concepts is as yet the critical hindrance in 

the effectiveness of CBIR frameworks. In contrast to 

billions of images that are uninhibitedly accessible on 

the web, the majority of existing works are confined 

to restricted size of image dataset just as restricted 

textual names. [10] 

It will be exceptionally useful on the off chance that 

we can forward towards connecting the semantic gap 

in CBIR in a bigger scale, for example Web-scale 

image set with limitless textual information. In the 

previous decade, with the pervasiveness of the Web, 

text-based Web image web crawlers, for example, 

Google have become increasingly mainstream. Since 

Web images have rich metadata, for example, 

filename, URL and encompassing text for indexing 

and looking, not quite the same as customary text-

based methodology, no manually marking work is 

required in momentum Web image web crawlers. The 

accomplishment of text-based image web indexes has 

demonstrated the force of textual information related 

with Web images. Nonetheless, we contend that, 

image web indexes could be additionally improved on 

the off chance that they can use visual information of 

images. We additionally see an immense capability of 

utilizing the textual information to decrease the 

semantic gap in CBIR on the Web.  

Advances in data stockpiling and image procurement 

innovations have empowered the production of huge 

image datasets. In this situation, it is important to 

create proper information frameworks to effectively 

manage these collections. The commonest approaches 

use the alleged Content-Based Image Retrieval 

(CBIR) frameworks. Fundamentally, these 

frameworks attempt to recover images like a user-

characterized detail or example (e.g., shape sketch, 

image model). They will probably support image 

retrieval based on content properties (e.g., shape, 

color, texture), typically encoded into feature vectors. 

One of the primary advantages of the CBIR approach 

is the chance of a programmed retrieval measure, 

rather than the conventional watchword-based 

methodology, which for the most part requires 

extremely relentless and tedious past annotation of 

database images. The CBIR innovation has been used 

in a few applications, for example, unique mark 

recognizable proof, biodiversity information 

frameworks, computerized libraries, wrongdoing 

avoidance, medication, verifiable exploration, among 

others. During the previous decade, astounding 

advancement has been made in both hypothetical 

examination and framework improvement. 

Nonetheless, there stay many testing research issues 

that continue to pull in scientists from numerous 

controls. Relatively few strategies are accessible to 

manage the semantic gap introduced in images and 

their textual depictions. [11] 

6. COMPARE IMAGE RETRIEVAL USING 

REGION BASED FEATURES AND GLOBAL 

BASED FEATURES 

Region-/Object-based image retrieval (RBIR/OBIR) 

arose as an elective way to deal with effectively 

recovers relevant regions or objects in images that the 

user might be interested in. Likewise, it can lessen the 

semantic gap between the visual properties of the 

query and the advanced understanding of the user. 

RBIR/OBIR frameworks segment the images into 

regions into blocks as initial step. At that point the 

visual feature locally extricated from each segmented 

region or square in image. [12] Region-based feature 

become more effective than global feature and it can 

reflects user interest. The region-of-interest (ROI) in 

an image can be determined manually by the user or 
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using programmed segmentation strategy. Some 

CBIR/RBIR frameworks allot weight manually to 

each considered visual feature to separate between 

their importances. Be that as it may, by and by this 

may not mirror the semantic meaning of the query put 

together by the user. In the following, we survey the 

cutting edge of existing RBLR/OBIR procedures 

another technique for region-based image 

comparability estimation. Initial, a combination of 

features is considered to ascertain the closeness 

between two regions. Features, for example, color, 

texture and shape features are removed before 

combination. From that point forward, a weight item 

strategy is received to get the closeness between the 

two regions. At last, the normal similitude between all 

regions is considered as the closeness between the two 

images. [13] 

Many content-based image retrieval frameworks have 

been created during the most recent quite a while. 

Practically these frameworks are established on the 

reason that images can be described by global sig 

qualities for the motivation behind retrieval from a 

database. For instance, the QBIC framework describes 

images using global attributes, for example, color 

histogram texture esteems shape boundaries of 

effectively segmentable regions and so on. [14] For 

many databases global portrayal alone cannot ensure 

good retrieval results One such space is clinical 

radiology for which the clinically useful information 

consists of gray level varieties in profoundly localized 

regions of an image the localization being as for 

certain anatomical landmarks For instance for high 

goal computed tomographic HRCT images of the lung 

an illness, for example, emphy sema manifests itself 

as a low weakening region that is textured uniquely in 

contrast to the remainder of the lung.  

Local features are required for such circumstances 

because the quantity of pathology bearing pixels in an 

image is little comparative with the remainder of the 

pixels and any global mark would not be adequately 

affected to fill in as a useful characteristic for image 

retrieval Currently it is unimaginable to expect to 

remove these regions via programmed segmentation 

schedules the regions of pathology in clinical images 

often don't have sharp edges and contours that can be 

extricated naturally Our framework therefore enrolls 

the assistance of the physician for portraying the 

PBRs and any anatomical markers that may be 

relevant.  

 

 

7. CONCLUSION 

The tremendous development in the web and 

multimedia innovation has generated an enormous 

amount of data as images, videos, and audio. This has 

created the demand of systems which can store and 

recover multimedia data like images in an effective 

and proficient manner. Content Based Image Retrieval 

(CBIR) is the searching, navigation and retrieval of 

images based on their visual content. Visual content of 

image incorporates color, texture, shape and spatial 

location of objects portrayed in the image. The low-

level features like color, texture and shape have 

restricted capability for portraying visual contents of 

an image. Therefore, semantic gap is seen between 

visual interpretation and representation of images with 

low level features. Researchers all over the world are 

attempting to fill this semantic gap using low level 

features and their combinations. This proposition is a 

following stage in this arrangement. Various issues in 

existing low-level features and retrieval systems are 

distinguished and their solutions are proposed. 

Generally, the accuracy of a Content Based Image 

Retrieval system decreases as the number and variety 

of images increases in the database. Similar images 

portraying diverse semantic concepts may be 

recovered thus. In addition, the extraction of shape 

features requires accurate segmentation of images. Be 

that as it may, segmenting image itself is an open 

issue; therefore, extraction of shape features isn't a lot 

of reliable.  
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